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About Artificial Flower

Artiﬁcial ﬂowers are the imitation of real ﬂowers.
In the old days, they had been called Imitation ﬂower .
However, in recent years, the quality of the ﬂowers
has improved and they look just like real ﬂowers.
Nowadays, Artiﬁcial ﬂower is popular, named in order
to distinguish them from the old type.

Features of Artiﬁcial ﬂower
realistic Flower

〜Reproduce ﬂower s
attractions〜
We have a passion for the reproduction of natural
flowering plants. By slightly changing the color tones
of the Artificial flowers, itʼs possible to express and
create the atmospheres of real flowers.
They are easy to use for flower arrangements.

artistic Flower

〜Create Flower s charms〜
One of the biggest charm is the ability to show
originality which cannot be achieved with real flowers.
For example, coat petals of Artificial flowers sprayed
with glitters are trendy.

realistic Green

〜Reproduce Green s
attractions〜
Along with Artificial flowers, Artificial greens
are given much attention to the finest details.
Especially the reproduction of real plants is
amazing. Artificial greens are indispensable
in flower arrangements and interior decorations.

Artificial Flower s Merit
Artiﬁcial ﬂowers can be acquired at all seasons.
Also there are many colors and ﬂowers which are not found in real ﬂowers.

Preserve the beauty
Artificial flowers donʼt need to be watered.
They enrich your environment with their beauty.

Vases are not always needed.

You can enjoy decorating to your own liking.
Putting them on table, hanging then on the wall
and so on...

Decorate as you like
You will not be affected by pollens and smells.
You donʼt need to worry about spilling water.
They are very easy to take care of.

Decorate with
your favorite things!
The stem can be bended and changed in length
to suit your vases or general items.
They go hand-in-hand with your favorite object.

There are many outlets in Japan providing the brand of Artiﬁcial ﬂowers
Also there are schools which conduct lessons on how to handle the ﬂowers.
Please check out our website magiq.jp for more details.
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Access to Our Showroom

Mitsubishi
UFJ Bank

Tokyodo Main Showroom

Starbucks Coffee
The Tokyo Metro-Marunouchi subway line

Marunouchi subway line
Yotsuya-sanchome,Sta.

2 -13 Yotsuya,Shinjuku-ku,Tokyo 〒160 - 0004
[ Product lineup ]
Artiﬁcial ﬂowers・greens,Preserved ﬂowers,
Dried ﬂowers,Flower arrangement etc...

【Artis】

12-13 Yotsuyasaneicho,Shinjuku-ku,Tokyo 〒160 - 0008
[ Product lineup ]
Ribbons,Vases,Florist ｍaterials etc...

Open Time/ AM 9：30〜 PM5：20
Closed / Sunday・Holiday,The store has
random opening hours on Saturday
Mail / hannah@cﬂ.jp

Marunouchi subway line
Yotsuya,Sta.
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Yotsuya,Sta.
to Shinjyuku

【Tokyodo Main Showroom】
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Nanboku subway line

Gaien Higashi Street

Artis 2F

“Artis”Showroom

【 Crea】

2552 - 1 Komi, Higashichikumagun Asahimura,
Nagano 〒390 -1104

【 CFL building】

13 - 3 Arakicyo,Shinjuku-ku,Tokyo 〒160 -0007

